OUR Newsletter Archives- List of Items – Spring 2020 (AY19-20)

1/6/20
1. OUR Ambassador Office Hours
2. Apply today: Summer Research Programs
   a. Columbia Business School Summer Research Internship Program
   b. Multicultural Academic Opportunities Program (MAOP) Summer Research Internship
   c. Summer 2020 Undergraduate REU Research on Chesapeake Bay
   d. Summer Research Opportunity at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
   e. Fralin Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program
   f. BIT SURE Research Experience for Undergraduates at North Carolina State University
   g. Translational Obesity Undergraduate Research Scholars Program at VT
   h. Confluence of Water and Society Summer USDA-REEU Program
3. Present Your Research and Creative Scholarship
   a. Communicating Science Conference VT 2020
   b. ACC Meeting of the Minds
   c. VT's Annual Research Conference
4. Associate Editor Applications Open for UReCA: the NCHC Journal of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity
5. Recognize your outstanding research mentor

1/13/20
1. 2020 Communicating Science Conference VT
2. Summer Research Opportunity in Cancer Biology
3. Ethical conduct of research training course
4. Human Research Protections Program Office Hours
5. Deadline approaching: Present your research at ACC Meeting of the Minds Conference

1/21/20
1. OUR Spring Office Hours
2. 2020 Communicating Science Conference VT (links included)
3. Deadline approaching: Present your research at ACC Meeting of the Minds
4. Summer Research and Design Experience for Undergraduates with SCI Program
5. Summer 2020 Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) in Rehabilitation Engineering
6. Summer Research Program in Comparative Regenerative Biology and Aging
7. Summer Research Program in Integrating Computation and Experiment to Create Revolutionary Materials
8. Summer Research Program in Data Science for Agriculture

1/27/20
1. VT-REEL: An REEU focused on translational plant science, agriculture and food
2. Maryland Sea Grant Summer REU program
3. Research Training Opportunity: Advanced Research Skills Program at VT
4. Undergraduate Research Excellence program at VT
5. Undergraduate STEM Research Scholarship
6. Submit a poem to the Steger Poetry Prize
7. Summer Internship Opportunity – Diverse Voices in Science Journalism (DVSJ)
8. Career Outfitters at VT
9. Deadline this week: Present your research at ACC Meeting of the Minds
10. Virtual Student Research Conference: call for proposals
11. OUR Spring Office Hours

2/3/20
1. iDigBio Natural History Collections Summer Internship 2020
2. Summer REU: Undergraduate Research in Educational Data Mining
3. NSF BIT SURE Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Summer 2020 (repeat listing)
4. Fralin Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program (repeat listing)
5. Apply to present: Engaged Scholar Symposium at University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
6. Apply to present: VT’s Annual Research Conference

2/17/20
1. Deadlines TODAY – 3 summer intern programs at the University of Missouri
2. REU site integrates Deaf, hearing and sign language interpreting students in chemical research
3. REU Site: Data Science and Crime Analytics
4. REU Site: Disparities in the Criminal Justice System
5. Deadline next week: Fralin Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program
6. 2020 Translational Plant Sciences Symposium

2/24/20
1. Deadline TODAY at noon: Fralin Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program
2. Undergraduate Research Workshop
3. Recognize your exceptional research mentor – deadline to nominate approaching
4. Apply to be a summer peer mentor with the OUR
5. Keesee Sustainability Grant for undergraduate projects
6. Summer research internships at the University of Pittsburgh’s Human Engineering Research Laboratories

3/2/20
1. Recognize your exceptional research mentor – deadline EXTENDED to March 5
2. Apply to be a summer peer mentor with the OUR – deadline this Friday
3. NASA-funded summer undergraduate research experience
4. Deadlines Approaching for Summer Research Programs
5. Research Recruitment for Exploring Sensory Properties of Berries
6. Announcing the Undergraduate Research Excellence Award
7. No OUR Ambassador Office Hours next week

3/9/20
1. Central Virginia Chapter of the Society for Neuroscience 2020 Meeting
2. Summer Studentships from the Genetics Society
3. No OUR Ambassador Office Hours this Week
4. Apply to present: VT’s Annual Research Conference

3/16/20
1. OUR Operations
2. Undergraduate Research at VT
3. Student Travel Grants
4. VT's Annual Research Conference
5. Summer research programs

3/23/20
1. Undergraduate Research at VT
2. OUR Operations
3. HRPP Office Hours are now virtual
4. Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education Virtual Outreach Fair
5. VT's Annual Research Conference
6. Summer research programs

3/30/20
1. STEM Bridge Scholarship for 2020-21
2. VT's Annual Spring Research Conference
3. Undergraduate Research Excellence Program
4. OUR Operations

4/6/20
1. Summer Research at VT
2. VT's Annual Spring Research Conference
3. Undergraduate Research Excellence Program
4. OUR Operations

4/13/20

Link broken
Additional: U.S. Department of Defense research opportunities

4/20/20
1. Attend VT's annual research conference this Friday!
2. Seeking student volunteers to participate in a survey about their experiences presenting research
3. Undergraduate Research Excellence Program

4/27/20
1. Congratulations presenters at 2020 Dennis Dean Undergraduate Research and Creative Scholarship (virtual) Symposium!
2. Invitation to attend Illinois State University's 2020 University Research Symposium
3. Invitation to attend Montana Tech's virtual student project Expo
4. Call For Proposals: SECAC/Art Studio & Art History panel on undergraduate research and mentoring (deadline extended to May 15)
5. Seeking student volunteers to participate in a survey about their experiences presenting research
   Undergraduate Research Excellence Program

5/4/20
1. U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine Summer Internship
2. Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships Program
3. Invitation to attend University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire's virtual Research Conference
4. Invitation to attend University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Virtual Research Conference
5. Apply to present your work at the Discovering the Humanities Conference
6. Call For Proposals: SECAC/Art Studio & Art History panel on undergraduate research and mentoring

5/11/20
1. Congratulations graduates
2. OUR summer operations
3. Summer Undergraduate Research support at VT – training, community, and more!
4. Summer and/or Fall Research Opportunities – VT’s Antenna Range Project
5. Summer 2020 Research Opportunity in Nanotechnology
6. Invitation to participate in research project on your experience with your research mentor
7. U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine Summer Internship
8. Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships Program
9. Apply to present your work at the Discovering the Humanities Conference
10. Call For Proposals: SECAC/Art Studio & Art History panel on undergraduate research and mentoring